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This antiquarian book contains a detailed and novice-friendly guide to ventriloquism, with

information on voice exercises, selecting dummies, common techniques and tricks, performing,

sketches, and much more. Written in clear, plain language and full of helpful diagrams, this

volume is perfect for anyone looking for an introduction to ventriloquism. The chapters of this

volume include: “How do you Do It?”, “Mouth and Teeth”, “As Regards to Teeth”, “Jaw

Exercises”, “Throat and Neck Exercises”, “Tongue Exercises”, “Rubbing”, “Head and Voice

Exercises”, “Chest Voice”, “Head to Chest Voice Exercises”, “Humming and the Female Voice”,

“Grunting and the Male Voice”, etcetera. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly

scarce and expensive, and it is with this in mind that we are republishing this text now in an

affordable, modern, high quality edition. It comes complete with a specially commissioned new

introduction on ventriloquism.

“Hill Women is a gritty, warm love letter to Appalachian communities and the

resourceful womenwho lead them. . . . [It] feels especially urgent now, in our post-2016, post–

Hillbilly ElegyAmerica. In a sense, Chambers is responding to the ‘bootstraps’ narrative of J. D.

Vance’s controversial memoir, which has been criticized for blaming Appalachians for their own

circumstances. Hill Women shows an Appalachia that Hillbilly Elegy obscured.”—

Slate“Engaging . . . With humility and humor, Chambers tells not just her own story, but those of

her parents, grandparents and other kin, as well as those of her clients, women who struggle to

get schooling and work, escape abusive relationships and raise their children despite poverty,

isolation, the opioid epidemic and a legal system that makes every action and transaction

especially difficult. . . . Chambers’ story is especially effective because she tells it without

outrage or indignation, rather with gratitude and pride. . . . Hill Women is a fine memoir that

shines light on an American region far too often denigrated and stereotyped.”—Minneapolis

Star Tribune“In Hill Women, Chambers . . . break[s] down myths about the region and reveal[s]

just how strong its people are.”—Nashville Lifestyles“Cassie Chambers tells the story of the

women in the mountains of Kentucky who nurtured her, as well as her own journey to become

a fierce defender of Appalachian women. This is a book that teaches us about service and

gratitude, family and the tenuousness of belonging, and the power of education, loyalty, and

home.”—Steven Stoll, author of Ramp Hollow“Cassie Chambers’s intimate portrait of the lives

of rural mountain women will complicate everything you think you know about Appalachia . . .

This is a stunning and expansive book . . . offers us a nuanced and necessary feminist

perspective often lacking in our national conversations.”—Rachel Louise Snyder, author of No

Visible Bruises“Women in Kentucky’s Appalachian community come into focus in lawyer

Chambers’s powerful debut memoir, which aims to put a human face on a stereotyped

region. . . . This is a passionate memoir, one that honors Appalachia’s residents.”—Publishers

Weekly“A nuanced portrait of the women of Appalachia . . . [Chambers] offers a personal and

compassionate voice to the national conversation around poverty, class, and economy in the

Coal Belt. . . . The argument floating below the surface of this memoir is one about economy

and culture—an economy that generates massive wealth, at great human cost, and a culture of

contempt for the poor."—The Progressive“This Appalachian memoir doesn’t just celebrate the

women of the hills—it fights for them. . . . [Chambers] faces the region’s

challenges with heartbreaking accounts of opioid addiction and a legal system less concerned



with justice than it is with wringing money out of the broke and desperate. Like the hill women

before her, Chambers is pragmatic, fighting for achievable change in a punishing system.”—

Shelf AwarenessAbout the AuthorCassie Chambers grew up in eastern Kentucky. She

graduated from Yale College, the Yale School of Public Health, the London School of

Economics, and Harvard Law School, where she was president of the Harvard Legal Aid

Bureau, a student-run law firm that represents low-income clients. Chambers then received a

Skadden Fellowship to return to Kentucky to do legal work with domestic violence survivors in

rural communities. In 2018, she helped pass Jeanette’s Law, which eliminated the requirement

that domestic violence survivors pay an incarcerated spouse’s legal fees in order to get a

divorce. She lives in Louisville with her husband and their son. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1The sun

was directly over the Cow Creek holler, shining down onto the tobacco plants below. The

summer heat was sticky, the type of heat that clings to your skin and makes your hair feel

damp. I was standing in my grandparents’ tobacco field, trying to shield my eyes from the

incessant sun while holding an armload of tobacco sticks.My five-year-old body was tired. I had

been up since before five a.m., when my aunt Ruth lightly shook me awake. “Time to get up,

Cassie,” she’d said in a no-nonsense tone of voice. “There’s work to be done.”That always

seemed to be the case on the farm. So much work to be done.Even at this young age, I knew I

liked work—or at least that I was supposed to. Work was what kept the days full. What allowed

me to bury my hands in the earth. What made me the same as my mother, my aunt Ruth, my

Granny.It didn’t hurt that my aunt Ruth gave me a dollar for each day I helped out on the farm.

I’m sure I was more of a hindrance than a help, my clumsy child hands fumbling through tasks.

But she was teaching me an important lesson, one that generations of mountain women have

learned before me: There is value in work. Hard work pays off.At the end of the week Aunt

Ruth would take me to town. We would stop at yard sales along the main road, or perhaps

wander into the Family Dollar store. I would spend my hard-earned money on a used doll or a

bag of candy, or some other trinket. And, pushing my wadded-up bills across the counter, I

would feel proud.I released one tobacco stick onto the ground below and continued walking

through the rows of plants, scattering the tobacco sticks as I went.Up ahead I saw my aunt

Ruth, bent over in the field. Aunt Ruth was the best tobacco worker in Owsley County. Even the

men said so. She could cut more stalks per hour than the strongest man. She rarely stopped to

rest.Watching her move through the fields ahead of me, I was struck by her solidness, the

strength of her body. Even then I could see that she mirrored the mountains rising up in the

distance. I was also struck by her grace. The way she knew the land. The deftness and ease

she carried to each task.“How ya doin’ back there, Cassie?” she shouted from up ahead.I was

fine. I was content. I was at peace in this holler in the hills.The sun sank toward the edge of the

mountains, and our time in the fields drew to a close for the day. We made our way from the

tobacco fields to the green-and-white farmhouse nestled on a nearby hill. We sat on the front

porch to rest before beginning the evening chores. The porch’s tin roof was rusted, and the

wooden floorboards sagged in places. The attached house looked tired, even then, edges and

joints giving way. But pots of bright wildflowers sat along the front rail, their long stems woven

into a net of green and color. They made the old house something alive, something beautiful.

Aunt Ruth loves to plant wildflowers.Aunt Ruth has not had an easy life. Born in 1958, she was

the fourth of seven children and the firstborn girl. My mother would come along—years later.

Ruth, like the rest of her siblings, began working in the tobacco fields at an early age. She liked

working on the farm—liked working with the earth—and she made it a point to outwork her

brothers.She had once dreamed of something beyond the tobacco fields. She had wanted to



graduate from high school—to be the first in her family to get an education. But when she was

about sixteen she got rheumatic fever and had to stay home from school for a year. She had

attended school sporadically before that, and, with no plan to keep current on her lessons, she

felt like it would be impossible to ever catch up. She decided that she had been silly to dream

of anything more.So Ruth set out to achieve in the only way that she could: becoming the best

worker in Owsley County. It was one of the few paths she had to gain recognition, to feel pride.

Day after day, year after year, she worked on the farm. Cutting her hair short to keep it from

matting against her neck. Wearing heavy jeans even in the summer heat. Breaking her body to

contribute to her family.Over the years her siblings moved off of the farm, got married, started

families of their own in other parts of Owsley County. Ruth remained behind. She knew that her

aging parents couldn’t manage the farm without her. She knew that she was the best worker in

the family. She knew it was her job to keep the farm afloat.That’s not an easy thing to do as a

sharecropper. Our family didn’t own the land we worked—we never did. We rented the house,

the barns, the fields, from the Reed family. At the end of each planting season, we gave half of

the tobacco earnings to the Reeds for rent. If it was a good year, my family may have gotten to

keep a little less than ten thousand dollars. The constant repairs to the house, need for new

farm equipment, and other daily expenses depleted that money quickly. Aunt Ruth took on odd

jobs—mowing lawns for neighbors and washing cars in town—to help make ends meet.After

we sat on the porch for a bit, Aunt Ruth stood up and told me it was time for chores. I

scampered behind her to the barns, where we tended to the animals. More accurately, Aunt

Ruth tended to the animals while I tried to track down the newest litter of barn kittens. One of

the old barn cats had given birth earlier that week, and she kept moving her kittens from place

to place, probably to keep them safe from my unwanted cooing and petting.I loved the smell of

the barn. Even now I can smell it if I close my eyes, the scent of cool and earth and animal.The

sun had barely set when it was time to get ready for bed. There was no indoor plumbing, so I

used well water to brush my teeth and wash my dirt-covered body the best I could. Every few

days Aunt Ruth filled up a tin tub with hot water so I could take a bath.Aunt Ruth walked with

me to the outhouse and shone a flashlight inside the lopsided hut before I went in. The other

day, Granny had said that the neighbors found a black snake in their outhouse. The thought of

a snake—even a harmless black snake—lurking in the dark terrified me. Aunt Ruth put a big

bucket in the house for us to use as a nighttime toilet so no one had to trek to the outhouse in

the pitch dark.That night I crawled into bed next to Aunt Ruth. She told me stories about the

haunted holler, and our kinfolk, and the mountain people. Storytelling is an art in the

mountains, a way of transmitting history, culture, and shared experience from generation to

generation. She told me stories about my mother as a child, the ghosts in the woods, and quick-

witted hill people. I listened raptly to her yarns until my eyes grew heavy and my lashes knitted

together.I would spend several more nights here, in Owsley County, that week. I would

probably spend several nights the next week. Both my mother and father were students, young

parents, struggling to build a better life for me. They couldn’t afford childcare, and there was

nowhere I would rather be than this patch of earth in the mountains. I often came for a week at

a time; my mother says that, as a young child, there were periods when I was here more than

anywhere else. I can’t remember a time when I wasn’t frequently running through the Cow

Creek holler.And I rarely ran alone. There was a slew of kids to get into trouble with. My cousins

—Melissa, Ben, and Dustin—are all around the same age as me, and our family relationship

mandated that we become friends. Family was important—all of our parents believed so, and

they made sure we spent time together, “gettin’ to know your kinfolk,” as Granny liked to

say.Melissa, just a few months older than me, was my best friend. We would catch crawdads in



the creek and play with dolls in the living room. The boys, Ben and Dustin, would drive us crazy

with their wild antics and roughhousing ways. Even as young children they were taught to

embody a type of tough masculinity that drew suspicious glances from us girls. We would

sneak off into the fields to pick wildflowers and hide when we heard them coming.Aunt Ruth

was often charged with supervising us. She had a matter-of-fact approach to life and childcare.

“Well, of course that dog bit you,” she once told a crying Ben. “I told you not to pull his ears.

That’ll teach you not to bother that dog no more.” She raised her eyebrows at him and went

back to work. She was a busy woman, doing what it took to keep the remaining family afloat.

She didn’t have time to fuss over us, and she believed that children learned from the natural

consequences of their actions. But we never doubted that she loved us something fierce. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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IntroductionBy WILL GOLDSTONWHEN I wrote the introduction to the first edition of “The

Whole Art of Ventriloquism,” I was confident ventriloquists throughout the world would be eager

to read a work from the pen of the greatest ventriloquist in our time, I was right. The entire

large edition was soon exhausted. Second-hand copies brought high prices. The demand for

copies reach Will Goldston Limited daily from all countries, the demand must be satisfied and

at a lower price than the previous edition. This is made possible since the printing blocks of the

diagrams, a most costly part of book production does not enter into the costs of this

edition.Good wine needs no bush. And, similarly, Arthur Prince needs no commendation from

me. The public who know him and his great achievements in the ventriloquial art will buy this

book of his, with or without a foreword from my pen. Yet it may interest some to read the

impressions I have formed of Arthur Prince and his work during my long friendship with him.

Besides, I have a keen interest in his book, for it was I who persuaded him to write it. Every

man, it is said, has within him the material for one good book. I realized that Arthur Prince had

within him the material, not simply for a good book on ventriloquism, but for a veritable

masterpiece on the subject. And so I induced him, busy man though he is, to burn the midnight

oil and join the fellowship of authors.Many years ago I first witnessed a ventriloquial

performance by Arthur Prince. I was visiting Dublin and noticed his name in the the bill at the



Empire there. He was not then the great popular favourite that he is now; but I had heard him

mentioned as one of the “coming men,” and I decided to see his performance. It was a

revelation to me of the possibilities of ventriloquism. So far as I was concerned, “he came; he

saw; and he conquered.” From beginning to end his performance was a sheer delight to me. So

much so that, in order to see it again and study its finer points, I visited the Empire twice more

that week.On the following Sunday business affairs necessitated my going from Dublin to

Belfast. By what I have always regarded as good luck, Arthur Prince had to make the same

journey, and we had chosen the same train. While we were awaiting it, I saw him on the

platform and introduced myself to him. I told him how much I had enjoyed his entertainment

and asked permission to have a talk with him about it and his career generally. I suppose I

risked a snub, and from some public performers doubtless I should have got one. But, being a

very courteous gentleman, Arthur Prince received me most cordially, and when he found that

we were both going to Belfast, suggested that we should travel together.With that journey our

friendship began. At first our conversation was devoted to ventriloquism. I knew enough of it to

listen intelligently and to prompt with occasional remarks. But, in effect, “I sat at the feet of

Gamaliel.” Afterwards, however, we found that we had many interests in common; and the

conversation became general, and we parted with mutual promises of other meetings and

other talks.There have been many such meetings and talks. I look back on them all with keen

pleasure. Arthur Prince is a man of wide culture, with rare gifts of humour and effective

conversation. Much have I learned from him; much joyous entertainment has he given me; for

much—very much—am I the cheerful debtor of his friendship. An hour in his company is one to

be recorded with a red letter.What has Arthur Prince done for ventriloquism? Ask rather what

has he not done for it? When he began his work ventriloquism was a comic opera sort of thing.

It was almost entirely an affair of “make believe.” The average ventriloquial entertainer knew

little of the art, and substituted effrontery for skill. In his entertainment he used half a dozen or

more figures. The figures spoke; but the voice was always that of the performer, and always it

came, without effective disguise, from the selfsame place—the mouth of the performer. The

change of voice to suit the character, the actual “throw” of the voice, in fact, all the

verisimilitudes of the art, were absent.I was nearly forgetting the trick ventriloquist. His figures

did speak with different voices, and the voices did come from the figures themselves. But the

effects were not obtained by ventriloquism. The figures were all of large size, and boys and

girls, sometimes even men and women, were concealed within them. They did the talking; the

performer only pretended to be a ventriloquist. Nowadays such a fraud seems almost

incredible. Yet quite recently I witnessed a revival of it at a hall in a certain provincial town. The

performer was a relic of the old school; his figures belonged to that school; his methods were

its methods. As I watched him I felt that he ought to have been in a museum instead of on a

public platform.How different are the methods of Arthur Prince! He has developed the art of

ventriloquism to an extent hitherto unknown. His effects are all genuine products of that art. He

obtains them with ease, but he does so only as the result of years of study and work. So far as

ventriloquism is concerned, he is a self-taught man. His methods are his own. He has

discovered new principles in the art, and has worked them out with infinite pains and applied

them with rare success. In every department of ventriloquism he has effected improvements.

Take, for instance, the matter of figure construction. Before the time of Arthur Prince

ventriloquial figures were clumsily made and badly dressed. They were in no sense lifelike—

rude caricatures of the human form divine. He has changed all that. His figures are perfectly

modelled; they are “the real thing.” Several times I have heard members of his audiences

hazard the opinion that Arthur Prince was working with real persons and not dummies.The



best tribute to the methods of Arthur Prince is to be found in the fact that they have been

imitated by so many other performers. I referred just now to the old school of ventriloquism.

The new school owes its being to Arthur Prince. He created it, and has inspired it at every

stage of its growth. Other ventriloquists speak of him as the Master Ventriloquist. They know

what they owe to him, they know what he has done for them and the art they share with him.I

must not stand much longer between this book and its readers, but before concluding my

appreciation of Arthur Prince I feel impelled to write a few words about his personality. From

what I have already written it will be gathered that he is one of the best of good fellows.

Certainly I have never known a better. He is also one of the best of good citizens. He takes an

active interest in the welfare of all classes of the community. He is a generous supporter of

charities, both by pecuniary gifts and by his performances. An all-round man: a credit to his

country and to his profession.I have finished. Here is the Master Book on Ventriloquism written

by the Master Ventriloquist. May it receive all the attention it deserves.

CHAPTER I.HOW DO YOU DO IT?I have been asked the question with which I head this

chapter very many times. My invariable reply has been what the novelists call an “inscrutable

smile.” But now I am going to be much more communicative. Indeed, I am not only going to

explain how I do it, but how my readers may do it as well.My friend Will Goldston has said

some very nice things in his introduction to this book about myself and my position in the

ventriloquial world. So nice, that I blush as I read them! Mr. Goldston is right in claiming that he

induced me to write the book. May his claim that it will be a masterpiece on the subject of

which it treats also prove right!Ventriloquism, in the language of the dictionary, is the act or art

of speaking in such a manner as to cause the hearers to believe that the sound comes, not

from the person speaking, but from a different source. The name originated from the erroneous

supposition that the sounds uttered were formed in the belly, whereas they are formed by the

same organs as the emissions of sound commonly, viz., the larynx, the palate, the tongue, the

lips, etc., only that to increase the illusion the performer moves the lips as little as possible. The

art of ventriloquism depends mainly on two things: (1) the power of appreciating the value of

sounds at certain given distances or when hindered by obstacles; and (2) the power of

imitating or reproducing the diminished value of such sounds. Thus to represent a man

speaking outside a window, the ventriloquist should know exactly the value of such sounds

inside a room if actually produced outside, and also be able to reproduce them by accurate

imitation.But how to do it? Well, I have tried to explain this exhaustively in the following pages. I

have entitled my book The Whole Art of Ventriloquism, and I have endeavoured to realize the

title. The subject seems to me to group itself conveniently into three parts, and I have adopted

this grouping. The first part relates to the mechanism of ventriloquial voice, and describes the

principles on which the art of ventriloquism is based and the correct methods of applying these

principles. The second part is devoted to imitations of animals, birds and musical instruments.

Such imitations, ventriloquially interpreted, are very popular with audiences. The third part

deals with ventriloquial entertainments with figures. It contains information as to the

construction of figures, mechanical appliances for working them, and suitable dialogues

between them and the performer.A word of warning to the beginner. Do not expect to be able

to duplicate all the feats of that famous fictional hero Valentine Vox. The book which bears his

name as its title is most entertaining. But the ventriloquial parts are greatly exaggerated. The

author of the book knew something about ventriloquism; but he wrote from his imagination

rather than his knowledge. For instance, he constantly makes Valentine Vox throw his voice to

impossible places, having no regard to the situation of the different characters at the time of the



incident. For actual practice the performer must stand between the listener and the “supposed

place” of the voice, and should name the place before throwing the voice. The author of

Valentine Vox did not trouble about this. Still, the book has been of use to practical

ventriloquists. Mr. McCabe, for instance, read it to effect. So I have reason to suspect did

Lieutenant Cole.I am desirous that all readers of The Whole Art of Ventriloquism should

achieve ventriloquial success. I advise careful study and constant practice. Some students are

slow to learn, others make progress more rapidly. If you love the art of ventriloquism make up

your mind to be successful—and you will be delighted with the progress you will make.

Part I.PREFACE.I have already defined this part as describing the principles on which the art

of ventriloquism is based and the correct methods of applying those principles. It should be

studied by the reader again and again, for a complete understanding of it is necessary to full

success in the art. As far as possible I have avoided technical expressions and endeavoured to

use ordinary language. I think that, with the help of the accompanying diagrams, every

explanation will soon be grasped. Here and there it may seem to some of my readers that I

have entered into detail somewhat too fully and exactly. I plead not guilty. It is impossible to be

too full or too exact when one is laying the groundwork of an art. I hope that this book will

produce many successful ventriloquists, and I intend that their success shall be based on the

surest and most thorough groundwork possible.

CHAPTER II.On the opposite page is a diagram showing the human vocal organs. I wish my

readers to study with particular care the palate and palatine arch or sounding board (E and F

in the diagram) and also the dental arch, as they are the most important organs from the point

of view of ventriloquism. The larynx (H) causes the protuberance in the throat known as the

Adam’s apple.The vocal chords or lips will be found just underneath (I). The false vocal chords

are marked 4.The rest of the figures should also oe studied, for everything shown in the

diagram has some degree of importance. Where in the following pages I refer to any of the

figures or letters the reader should consult the diagram.Sound.—Sound (including that of the

voice) is produced by vibrations of a solid body, or by the undulations of a fluid. Note the

bellows, lungs (L), bronchial tubes (M), trachea (K), and the windpipe, which by creating a

current of air acts as a motive power and causes the vibrations.The vocal lips, double like the

reeds of the oboe, and the larynx with its neighbouring cavities, form the resounding body. To

prolong the voice sound, one must economise air by controlling the function of expiration.

Controlling expiration constitutes what is called FIXING THE VOICE.
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